
Frodsham Street Event 10/10/13 

Thanks for coming to those that did. Most ran in the daylight (mostly). This was 
my first use of OpenStreetmap and Openorienteeringmap which is a quick way 
to generate a map for this type of event. Needed quite a bit of work adding 
paths etc as Frodsham is a fairly sparse Openstreetmap compared to some 
other areas but now it is done, it is there. For this event, I went to all the 
control sites so am happy with the answers I had but accepted some others eg 
for control 23. HOWEVER, if you look on Streetview, control 9 is clearly LP7, 
LP10 is across the road on the grass so you can make your own adjustments. 
For later finishers, I split your answers into ‘right’ and ‘not agreeing with my 
answer’, so more of you can feel that you’ve ‘done well’ either by visiting the 
general area of more controls or actually getting more right answers. The 
results in time order (so you can work out another ‘best’ list ie who got more 
points per minute out there) 

Name Time Penalty Controls 
visited 

Net points 

Ian Gilliver 40 0 8 80 

Pauline Smithard 44 0 10 100 

Anya Crocker 45 0 15 150 

Pete Owens 45 0 16 160 

Clive Giddis 47 0 15 150 

Jean Payne 48 0 13 130 

Mal Irvine 51 0 11+5 110 - 160 

Jon Hateley 52 0 17+2 170 - 190 

Bryn Gibbs 53 0 8 80 

Joy Irvine 56 0 11+1 110 - 120 

Jenny Beasant 57 0 10 100 

Ella Gibbs 58 0 12 120 



Jane Campbell 58 0 16 160 

Nicola Perrins and 
Mike Waring* 

58 0 15 150 

Paul Jones* 59 0 13 + 2 130 – 150 

Barry Chambers 60 0 17 170 

John Padget 60 0 16 160 

Pat Moody 60 0 16 160 

*    later starters, all done in the dark, Paul with a wind-up torch!  
Some got wrong answers but I didn’t start splitting them off till the later 
finishers. 

I think it was just over 12k around them all with some quite difficult route 
choices to make to do it but my grouping so many in the NE, it was easy to 
decide where to start then it was a question of how far up the hill you went 
and when and how to start coming back.  

 

For the next event in Stockton Heath, parking as per web details, all answers 
have been devined from streetview – the ultimate in armchair planning! No 
site visit, no control putting out and in – perfection. Lots of paths added, from 
previous map, from Google aerialmaps and Streetview, but I have been around 
some of the area to check a few things not obvious from the air. 

If you are coming and want to go to eat/drink locally afterwards, let me know 
so I can put you in touch with anyone else that also wishes to. 

 

Mike Smithard 


